Dear Peter,
Please find attached the photos of our kitchen taken at night with the down lights on.
Below is our review for the website:
When we approached Willetton Cabinets about our kitchen renovation we already had a plan in
mind of how we wanted it to be. We loved the Hampton's style kitchen and had some ideas
regarding the design. We had waited ten years to renovate our kitchen so it was really
important to us that we chose a company that we fully trusted. It involved removing a wall and
creating an island bench so the layout, plumbing and electrics all had to be completely changed.
Peter came to our home and spent a lot of time with us. He listened and discussed our ideas
and together we were able to come up with a design that not only looked great but was
practical too. Peter suggested options for us that would maximise the space we had and
improve the functionality of our new kitchen.
For the renovation itself we were given a timeline so that we knew exactly who would be
coming and when they would be there, whether it was the electrician, plumber or the tiler. A
renovation leading up to Christmas was never going to be easy, with children and animals to
organise too, but everyone stuck to the plan and Peter was constantly on call should we need
him and he oversaw the whole renovation from start to finish. The contractors he has working
for him are trustworthy, polite and hardworking, always clearing up after themselves and
openly communicating with us about the progress of the renovation. The quality of their
workmanship is of a very high standard.
I think what stood out for us with Willetton Cabinets was the attention to detail, Peter ismeticulous not only in the planning and preparation stage but during the renovation itself,
through to completion ensuring that our new kitchen turned out exactly how we envisaged it and we couldn't be happier!

